
Bio’s

John Raatz of GATE: Global Alliance For Transformational Entertainment
JOHN RAATZ is the Founder and Principal of the pioneering “transformational” marketing & PR 
firm, The Visioneering Group, whose mission is Linking Spirit, Vision & Progressive Values with 
Compassionate Communication to Promote a Positive and Sustainable Future™. Established in 
GATElogo1988, Visioneering exclusively serves the Cultural Creatives (body/mind/spirit) market 
and was the first such firm to do so.

Maureen Shirreff, Senior Partner, North American Creative Director 
Maureen PictureMAUREEN SHIRREFF is Global Creative Director for Unilever’s Dove  
Deodorant, HBL and Masterbrand categories.  She is also the North American for Unilever’s 

Multi-Cultural Hair Brands. Based at Ogilvy Chicago since 1993, Maureen has recently  
relocated to Ogilvy London.

Maureen was one of the creative architects for Dove’s Campaign for Real Beauty, which 
launched in North America in 2004. The debate enlivened by this work has generated  
unprecedented press coverage.

It has been showcased on Oprah Winfrey, CNN, the Today Show and The Ellen  
DeGeneres Show.  Most recently the Campaign has targeted women over 50 with a 
product line called Pro-Age.  Oprah Winfrey launched the work on her show, emphasizing the platform’s idea  
that beauty has no age limit.  The Dove work was honored with the 2006 Grand Effie award here in the US  
and Europe, and the Silver Global Effie in 2008.  It won the gold at the 2008 Kellys and captured a Bronze Lion  
at Cannes.

Dove’s work for women’s self-esteem continues to this day, sparking conversation and winning awards.  “Beauty 
Sketches”, a 3-minute YouTube film about women’s inner critics, received 163 million global views and won the 
Titanium Grand Prix at Cannes last year.

Maureen’s client list at Ogilvy has included SCJ Glade, Sears and Kenmore.  She has also worked on Lean  
Cuisine, Vidal Sassoon, Maybelline, Kraft, and Michelob.  Her pro bono work includes the Chicago Fire  
Department, Women’s Tactical Force of Chicago Police Department and T.W.I.N. (Tsuanmi Widows in Need).   
She is married with two children.

Justin Moore of Goodby, Silverstein & Partners
Justin went into advertising to fund his terrible addiction to buying crackly old vinyl 
records by forgotten musicians. Initially as a rather average designer/art director.  
He quickly discovered that his other obsession – great writing - had a ready outlet  
in copywriting. Since that lucky day he has won every major creative award in  
advertising, including Golds at Cannes and Best of Show at the One Show and  
the CLIOs.  At BBH London Justin produced advertising for some of the UK’s  
most iconic brands and created several breakthrough campaigns for the youth  
homlessness charity Centrepoint. Justin joined GSP in 2012 and leads the  
Cisco account.
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Robin Raj of Citizen Group
ROBIN RAJ is a part-time musician, full-time basketball fan, and  
the founder & executive creative director of Citizen Group. Robin  
has contributed to some of the world’s most well-known brands.  
His work has earned dozens of awards in both traditional and digital 
media including Clios and Cannes Lions. While at Chiat/Day in the 
1980′s, he created the NYNEX Yellow Pages “Human Cartoons” 
campaign,Citizen Group voted one of Adweek’s 25 Greatest Ad Campaigns. Today Robin is putting his  
energies towards helping shape social change by focusing on “citizen brands.” Citizen, the San Francisco  
agency he co-founded in 1999, works with clients such as Amnesty International, Pabst Brewing Company,  
NRDC (Natural Resources Defense Council), and Wal-Mart (sustainability program). His “Imagine” campaign for 
Amnesty International based on John Lennon’s classic song ran in more than 65 countries. In 1990, Robin was 
named to AdWeek’s Creative All-Stars list.

Jon Symes of The Pachamama Alliance 
JON SYMES is the Outreach Director for The Pachamama Alliance and author of the book Your Planet  
Needs You. He is responsible for taking The Pachamama Alliance’s transformational education to audiences  
and partners around the world, developing new formats for these messages of awakening, all lead by the mission: 
bringing forth an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on this planet.  
His book Your Planet Needs You maps the challenges the human family faces in  
creating and living a new future offering ways to overcome these. Jon’s passion for  
sharing its message in practical ways, so resonanted with the work of The Pachamama 
Alliance that he was invited to join that team in San Francisco in 2007. Since then he has 
helped develop this message and taken it far afield, including to China, New Zealand,  
Ecuador, Ireland and India. 
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